**EXECUTIVE/CONFERENCE SEATING**

Trench - Upholstered Arms  
design - Favaretto & Partners

| Model Number | Seat H" | Arm H" | W" | D" | H" | Fabric Yds. | Leather COM | COL | Neather Verde | Grano Cremoso | Unika Vaev Fabrics |  
|--------------|---------|--------|----|----|----|------------|------------|-----|---------------|----------------|-------------------|   |
|              |         |        |      |    |      |             |             |       | extra sq. ft. COL for pleats detail on inside back: 5 |
| 10372        | 18-21   | 27-30  | 25-½ | 26 | 40-½-43-½ | 3           | 54          | 2,105 | 2,335 | 3,380 | 3,600 | 3,710 | 2,425 | 2,515 | 2,615 |
|              |         |        |      |    |      |             |             |       | extra sq. ft. COL for pleats detail on inside back: 5 |
| 10373        | 18-21   | 27-30  | 25-½ | 26 | 48-½-51-½ | 3-½         | 63          | 2,390 | 2,665 | 3,875 | 4,140 | 4,265 | 2,770 | 2,870 | 2,960 | 3,200 |
|              |         |        |      |    |      |             |             |       | extra sq. ft. COL for pleats detail on inside back: 5 |

**Standard Features**
- Seat depth: 20’’ D, Headrest: 8’’ H
- Steel frame with polyurethane foam
- Distinctive pleats on the convex inside back for both leather & fabric upholstery is standard in Verde leather
- extra 5 sqft. COL is required for pleats detail
- Upholstered arms and adjustable arms are both available
- Pneumatic height adjustment
- Synchronized seat and back recline
- Black five star base and 3” dia. carpet casters are standard
- Add $65 list for mirror polished base with chrome casters

**TRENCH LOW BACK - UPHOLSTERED ARMS**
![Trench Low Back Chair](image)

**TRENCH MEDIUM BACK - UPHOLSTERED ARMS**
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**TRENCH HIGH BACK WITH HEADREST - UPHOLSTERED ARMS**
![Trench High Back Chair](image)

**Model # 10372**
Trench medium back chair upholstered in Ecopell leather, colour Caramel EC363 with Ecopell leather, colour Milkshake EC737, pleats detail on inside back